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IlaRODUCTION 

The area (Plato 1) covered by the research project lics 

in the soutbeast portion of Tilley .;ounty, it is bounded on 

the oast by '7abaunsee county and on the northeast by tho Taub' 

Rivor. It =tondo 13 nilos north of the Goary County line, and 

westward to the l'ort alloy military 1Wservations 

The purpose of the investiation was (1) to rain a Imow. 

loae of tho local ecologic structure* (2) to work out a possible 

theory for its ori3ins and (3) to compare the drainage pattern 

Jith the structural pattern for possible causal relationships. 

In order to carry out ouch a research project* a good 

base nap showing the drainar,e In considerable detail was 

essontial. :;incso such a map was not available* it was neces- 

ary to construct one from aorial photographs. This entailed 

a considerable amount of preliminary work und presented a most 

difficult oroblem of photographic reduction in ordor to reg. 

produce the naps ac a ain;10 shoot. The naps as originally 

drawn woro in oight separate soot ions* covered an area of 

approxinately 04 square foot* and represontod a land area of 

about 200 square mllos* 

The area chosen for tho study was the one in which the 

Cottonwood limostono outcrops because the Cottonwood is 

particularly well suited as a key bed for structural mappinc. 

It is easily identified because of its cherty character and 

fusulinid fossils, it makes conspicuous outcrops and iS 

relatively thins No other rock layer in the !mediate vicinity 
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possessed thono desirable qualities* owever aince the outcrop 

area covered about 200 square milos, another serious problem 

arose, namely, the method to bo used in mapping such a largo 

area accurately and in a roasonable lonGth of time* It was 

decided that this m.24;ht be accomplished by "Llt111C aerial photo. 

graphs In the field* A plan of procedure, which will be described 

cubsoquontly, was worked out, but since the rlethod was new in 

many aspects it was necessary to make a careful analysis of 

its accuracy* 

TOPOGRAPEY AND 01 Jwitzic.. zunino 

The recion is a portion of the rclat Plains Phyaiocraphic 

Province and is in the mature stage of the cycle of ores ion. 

Ito maximum relief is between 300 and 400 foot. Because of 

the moderately high relief and the mature 'stage in the cycle 

of erosion, the rock formations are generally well oxpoaod* 

The major rivers are the Kansas and the 3lue* The flue River 

is smaller and is a tributary of the Kansas* 3oth of these 

streams are in maturity and have broad flood plains, Plate I, 

The major creeks are the :::ildcat Deep, VcDowell and Mill 

Crook, These streams also have flood nlains but since they 

aro relatively narrow, they do not cover as largo a bedrock 

area, Along both the major and the minor streams, terraces 

representing the former level of clacio.fluvial deposition are - 

present* 



The drainage pattern in the oion le dendritie and the 

hills are pronouncedly terraced. The terraces resulted from 

the differential weathorin(: and erosion of the Permian rale- 

stones and shales which underlie the relon. moo those 

sedinents are relatively thin as com2ared with the nearly 400 

feet of relief, the roc:L.: terraces are quite manerous, ihe ore 

pronounced terraces represent the more resistant limestones 

and the :.;ottenwood is one of these. The ylantlo coverin; over 

the hills is relatively thin. and the vecetation sparse. Trees 

crow only on the lower slopes and alonc strean courses. The 

toporaphic and t,,eolocie conditions rsike the area ./)articularly 

well suited for the type of mappinL: used in this investigation. 

PWARATION OF TUE BASE YAP 

In recent yours the Department of Agriculture has taken 

aerial photoGraphs of all the major farm and forest lands of 

the United States. These photographs can be purchased from 

the Department of Acriculture and have been used in various 

engineering and geolocic projects. The photographs from which 

the base rep was made were obtained from this agency. They 

are 5/3 enlare;ements of Vx7 and Vxci contact prints and have 

a scale of 1" a 1,000 feet. 

The equipment used for tracinc the necessary detail off 

the aerial photos in the preparation of the bass 'map 

were transparent overlay sheets of "frosted" celluloid and a 

stereoscope. The stereoscope helped to distinguidh features 
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which could not be recognized oaeily and to trace stream courses 

throuk;h thickly wooded areas. 

Two nethods were used in align :L; the photographs under 

the celluloid overlay: the section Grid method ( rdsoye, 

2.20) and the radial line plot method (mith, 1043). 

The section grid method was the simpler of the two. It 

was used in the preparation of approxinately twoethirds of 

the base map, The method was especially successful in this 

area as moot of the section lines are marked by roads or fences 

which are easily recognized on the photographs. 

In some regions where the section grid method could not 

be used successfully because of a lack of section line roads 

and fences, the radial line plot was used. It was also 

employed in aligning photographs where there were offsets in 

the section lines duo to the convergence of the meridians. 

These areas could have been scaled off onto the overlay and 

the section grid method continued, but thia would have necese 

sitatod the scaling of the distance from naps which may be 

inaccurate, or measuring the exact distance in the field which 

would have necessitated additional work, 

%ach township was napped separately and after It was 

completed, it was mounted on a white board. Since the completed 

naps of all the townships when fitted tocSther would have been 

Ei feet square using a scale of 1 inch to 1,000 foot, it was 

necessary to reduce them to a convenient sizes After this was 

done to each township nap, all were fitted together in their 
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proper order and photoraphed as a sinle unit, Ttle map, 

Plate I, was then ready for use as a base map on which the 

structural elevations were marked and the structural contorin 

carried out. 

EAPPING PROCDUNE 

The equi)nent used in the structural mappin of the area 

consisted of a scale, a jlane table, an alidado, and a table 

of tanents in addition to the base tJap and the aerial photo. 

6raphs, Ho rod or stadia board was required because all 

distances wore 'Iossured directly from the photo or the base 

map. In a preliminary reconnaissance of the area, the outcrops 

of the Cottonwood limestone were traced directly upon the 

aerial photccraphs and possible instrument stations were 

spotted In the most advantaccous positions. This was done to 

obtain the :yeatost number of rock shots from one setup, In 

addition to the traciry of the Cottonwood outcrops and the spot* 

tin: of the instrument stations, sites within easy visibility 

of the instrument stations were selected as secondary bench 

rarks, They were set in any hic,h object such as water towers, 

silos, chlnIneys, and other land marks that could be identified 

and located on the photocyaphs, The collivo smokestack was 

chosen as the primary bench because it overtopped all the hills 

in its immediate vicinity and was visible from the majority of 

the instrument stations, The actual structural mapping vas 

comparatively simple. It consisted of eight major steps:. 
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1, Me instrument was set up c an instrument station* 

C, A rAddle-hair backsight was taken either on the 

priary bench or a secondary bench and the vertical angular 

difference in elevation read off the tangent scale. 

3. The photo.distance between the instrument station and 

the bench was measured* 

4* The vertical difference in feet was computed from a 

table of tangents and an average of at least three readings 

was taken to determine the height of the instrument, 

5, A widdle..hair foresight was taken to the top of as 

nany Cottonwood outcrops as possible and the vertical anmalar 

differences in elevations were read off the tant;ent scale* 

G. The ?hoto.distances between the instrument station 

and the rock shots were measured* 

7, The vertical differences in feet were computed from 

a table of tangents and the Calculated rock elevations were 

spotted on the photographs, 

8 The elevations of the tops of the Cottonwood were 

transferred to an overlay sheet severing the base map, and 

were finally contoured. 

The conditions pertaininG to the first four steps are 

diagramed in Fig* 11 while the conditions pertaining to 

steps five, six and seven are diagramed In Fig* 2, In these 

diagrams A.-Li and X.Y are the respective horizontal distances 

as measured on a photo from the instrument station to the 

College smokestack and from the instrument station to a Cottons. 
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A B 

Smokestack 

Fig, I. Instrument setup for backsight to primary benchmark. 

X 

)1 
1 1 I 

I 

Fig. 2. Instrument setup for foresight to rock outcrop. 
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wood outcrops The angles m and n are the respective vertical 

anc,ular distances as read on the tarv:ent scale. It is ux)aront 

from a study of those di 'ram that the vertical differences 

In elevation B.0 and YZ are functions of the tangent of the 

angles m and no and that 

BC Tun m x AB 

YZ 0 Tan n . XY 

If the following values are assumed 

AB a 2,500 feet (as scaled off the photo) 

NY a 2,000 foot (us scaled off the photo) 

m a 0 degrees and 45 minutes 

n a C) degrees and 30 minutes 

Then BC si Tan 0 degrees and 45 minutes x 2,500 feet 

or DC ,01300 z 2500 

or BC 0 32,7 feet 

The height of the instrunont would be 

1234,5 feet (elevation of smokestack' top) plus 

32,7 feet or 1317,2 foot 

alculatinc the value of YT. 

V. Tan 0 degrees and 30 minutes .7: 2,000 foot 

or YZ 0 ,00275 x 2,000 

or S. 17.5 feet 

The elevation of the top of the L!ottonwood would be 

1317,2 feet (height of instrument) plus 17.5 or 1334.7 feet. 

Aprrections for curvature and refraction were made for all 

bacL sight shots to bench marks in excess of 2,500 feet horisow. 
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tal Ilstance, and for all rock shots in =cost, of one milo 

horizontal distance* To make certain that the rock shot 

elevations revealed the true directions of dip, they were 

spaced at least 1,000 feet apart, It was thow2,ht that at 

1,000 foot the dip factor would dominate over the effect of 

any local slumping and the error factor in detorninin the 

true top of the Cottonwood* Since the Cottonwood averk;ed 

only about six feet over the entire area, it would be impossible 

to make more than a six foot error in estimating its top* Hock 

shots to the nose of a ridge or to the head of a craw were 

avoldod as much as possible betause at those points the slump 

factor was the Greatest. 

FAT= OF maga 

In view of the fact that the method employed in the 

structural mapping was new in many respects, It was advisable 

to make an analysis of all error factors so that tl,.ke validity 

of the structural map might be ascertained. The error factors 

were clacsified as followst 

Human factors of error: 

nrrors in mathematical computations 

7..Irrors in scaling photo*distances 

Faulty spottinc; of locations 

Reading the scale incorrectly 

rr'ora in readin6 vortical angles 

terrors in estimating the top of the key bed 
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Vailure to detect !lechanical defects in the instru" 

merit 

Photographic factors of error: (these affect photo- 

distances) 

Lorizontal displacements because of tilt 

Horizontal displacements because of relief 

Horizontal displacements because of spherical 

abberat ion 

Since human errors are largely duo to carelessness, care. 

ful work and frequent check.backs reduce them to a minimum* 

However, bocauco of human limitations, small errors in reading 

vertical ancles, and in spotting locations for the measure. 

ment of photo-distances can not be avoided altogether. A 

slight error made in measuring a short distance together with 

a slight error made in reading a very small vortical angle has 

a negligible effect on the accuracy of the vertical difference 

in elevation. gut, reading a fare angle with an error of 

the sane percent 1:,11iGn5.tude as a small angle, produces a con- 

siderable error in the vertical difference In elevation. To 

rened this situation, the Instrument was alwayo set as near 

level as possible to the point sighted and at a distance of 

at least 0,000 foot (an error of 100 feet in spotting a loca- 

tion at this distance would be relatively insignificant), 

The photographic factors of error can not be eliminated 

from the photos since they are inherent qualities, It was, 

therefore, necessary to evaluate their magnitude in order to 
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determine their effects, 

McCurdy (1)40) has calculated the maximin snow-It of dia.- 

placement that could occur in a 9x9 Inch print with a tilt of 

three derees0 The displacement amounted to 023 inch. In 

ternr1 of cround distances (photo scale of 1 inch equals 1666 

feet), this would represent a 303 foot displacement in 9996 

feet (6's x 1666 feet)* The scale used in these computations 

is based on tho contact print but since the process of enlarge- 

ment does not in any way affect relative ground distances, the 

error factor In the 5/3 enlargements would also be 303 feet, 

It is doubtful whether any of the photos used in the field had 

a tilt of as much as three degrees, and since a displacement 

of 303 feet out of 9996 amounts to a vertical error of only 

13 foot when an ancle of 2 dei]rees is read on the tangent scale 

(2 degrees is larger than the average angle measured for long 

distances), the tilt factor is apnreciably less than the dip 

factor of the Cottonwood. It is apparent that tilt on be 

dismissed as a serIous error factor in the structural naPpinGo 

The amount of horizontal displacement duo to relief 

can be calculated from the formula given by 'McCurdy (1040) 

For a rock shot six inches away from the principal point 

at an elevation of 300 feet above the Kansas River flood* 

plain, the amount of horizontal displacement (photo scale 

of one inch equals 1660 feet) would be about 300 feet in a 

horizontal distanee of 9900 foot (6" 1666 feet).* since the 

instrament stations were always set as near to the Cotton* 
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wood. datum as possible, this error factor was essentially 

eliminated, 

raunitude of displacements due to spherical abbera.* 

Lion in essentially of the same order as that calculated for 

the tilt and relief, but since displacements of this maGnitude 

7/ere restricted prIlnarily to approc1mately a 2 inch wide zone 

around the outer ede of the photos, no measurements were made 

here, In fact since all the photiccraphic factors of err, 

tilt, relief, and spherical abboration Increase toward the 

rarcins of the photos, particular care vas taken to avoid 

marulnal measurements, 

MNRIT6 OV MAPPING PROCii;DURE 

This mothod of mappin6 is relatively new; however, it is 

not the first time that aerial photocraphs have been used in 

mapp 0 The method is extremely useful in a rwion such as 

was vopped. The outcrops are well exposed and are easily 

traced. Tno 37;othod eltninated the services of one man as the 

rod tan's place is taken by the aerial photographs. There 

is no need of oriontin the plane table since all pointS are 

located and spotted on the photos. The method Is also much 

faster than conventional methods sinee there is no need of 

outcrops. Very minor structures can be found but there 

Is a chance that some of the supposed structures are due to 

unavoidable error factors in the method, Unevenness of bedding, 

eroded bed rock surfaces, and slump due to weathering introduce 
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error factors about thesame Inclnitudo of the limits of error 

of t'fte hewever, those error factors would also occur 

in the conventional ::Aethods, 7StinG a. methoc . of creator 

accuracy would not be of any Groat practicni valve in determin.., 

Inc structure* The.motod was G8 fast or faster thaa most 

com-entional metneas and the amount of man hours was cut over 

50 percent on the entire -survey, 

DECRIPTIOB OF TUE STRUCTDRE 

The area (Plate I) has a General recional dip of about 

15 feet per mile to the northwest* The dominant typo of 

structures in these :;ently dippin6 strata Is a series of four 

asymmetrical noses, and three asymmetrical pitching synclines* 

The axon of the noses- run approximately at right uncles to the 

rolenal strike of the strata* All of them close in the dire** 

tlen of.rocionsl dip to the west* Their' maximum pitch is about 

30 foot per mile and the averae about 20 feet per mile The 

=xi:wan dip i3 found at the head of the steeply pitchinc syncline 

in the southeastern part of the area, It Is about 100 foot Per 

mil°, The hic,hest nos° rises about 75 feet above the average 

relonal dip* ho pitching synclines trend parallel to the 

anticlinal axes and have approximately the same amount of 

t,..)Itcho 

RUATION O 3TRUCTUR Z TO DRh1NAGE 

The three synclines in the central part of the area lie 



Fig. 3. Structural map at base of 0 ot:Gonwoor, limestow. 
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in stros:i valleys. The norther/v.1°st one occupies the valley 

imediately to the east of the "K" hill, southeast of ranhat 

tan, Plato I. The southernnost syncline occupies the valley 

in the eastern half of T. 10 7 E. about five riles east 

of Gc,don. The central syncline occupies the valley three 

miles south of Manhattan, in the northwestern part of To 10 

R. E3 All those synclines pitch to the northwest which 

is also the flow direction of the streams, These synclinal 

valleys could have been formed by the partial solution of the 

llnestones and calcarems rock undorlyin' the surface or the 

valleys could be true structural synclines, If the letter is 

true, partial solution of tho calcareous rock could have served 

to increase the synclinal effect, ionsiderable subsurface 

erosion would take place in the locations whore the surface 

"runoff" was concentrated because here there would be a greater 

amount of "run in." since not all of the streams, for examples 

the one in the southwestern part of the area, Plate I, are 

not synclinal valleys, it seems logical to conclude that the 

synclinal valleys are true synclines which may or may not have 

boon lodificd by subsurface solution, An..additional fact in 

support of this idea is that the Wildcat is not synclinal but 

rather a broad anticlinal valley* 

latsurface water in the synclinal areas has a tendency to 

'become concentrated in the synclinal troughs* Therefore, the 

persistent springs are usually an the down.dip or downs -pitch 

side of the structures, The lamest springs occur at the 



bottoms of the synclines. This is notably reflected along old 

K-13 south of Manhattans whore the larcest synolino, the 

contra' ones Intersects the road. In this area there is a 

considerable amount of slump along the east side of the old 

hi6hway and the sprincs are numerous. In the wet season of 

the years a considerable flow of water crosses the road, 4.r, 

this region most of the springs are found on the northwest 

sidee of the hills. 

Since structure is responsible for the major direction of 

flow of the around water In this areas it is only natural that 

the veGotation immediately below the areas of Wreck outcrop 

should reflect sane of the major structures. This is particular- 

ly noticeable below the rim of the divide on which the present 

hi?;hway K-15 runs. On the east side of the divides the veleta. 

tion alonc the outcrop of the Cottonwood limestone is sparse 

while on the went side of the ridge the veetatien is fairly 

donee. This serves to identify the basal Cottonwood outcrop 

sone. The Ayttonwood is a good aquifer and the water tends to 

run down -dip at the base of the newer. This accounts for the 

abundant veGetation on the went side of the ridge and the 

sparse vecetation an the east side. It should be noted that 

the vegetation reflects the regional dip mere than it does 

the individual structures. 

CLASSIPIGATION OP STRUCTURE 

Powers (1022) states that the structure in Kansas in the 



vicinity of the Nomaha /Jranito Ridzxt is the result of co::Ipae. 

tion over buried hills, lie also states that the structural 

:cflcetion of the Nomaha rountains in the surface strata of 

shale and limestone consists of a pronounced interruption of 

tIle west c)in of from 20 to 50 foot per mile by lonG asynotrical 

anticlinal rides and domes and that those structures have 

little topoc,raphic manifestations* The structures and the 

intensity of foldirk; are relted to depth and may be clue to 

the conpaction of the sediments. 

Nevin (104) states that noses arc common in areas of 

Gentle reGional dip and, althou41 usually of small size, are 

of importance because they ray indicate the presence of a 

mch larer, structure at depth* 
Clark (1032) states that Plains Typo of Foldinc, ref erred. 

to by Powers and Nevin, is not due to horizontal forces but 

vertical forces and is due neither to lateral Compression 

nor differential compaction. He states four characteristics 

v/11:101 are typical of the Plains Type of Foldtags (1) there 

arc no true synclines, only anticlines, dames, and noses raised 

above the normal homecline (straight line at the base of the 

structure section, Pig. 44 (2) the structures should becOme 

more pronounced at depth and there should be a definite thinning 

of sediments over the crests of buried hills; (3) the structures 

should be asymmetrical; and (4) normal faulting should be commen 

and if thrust faultinc is found then lateral pressures should 

be looked for. Clark also states that the features are exactly 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGE LIBRARIES 
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those which would be developed as a result of incomdetent 

folding of the type due to a relative uplift along an old fault 

plane In the basement complex' in the absenee of any evidence 

of thrust faultiw in the area, a oaoloL:ist should be wary of 

attributing the folds within that area to horizontal compres- 

sion, 

Nevin (1942) states that this type of folding, the Plains 

Type, could have any of the three causes: procressive folding 

durini; deposition, differential eompaction during and shortly 

after deposition, and expression of regional vertical stresses 

at points of local weaknesses. Nevin, as Clark (1032) believes 

that this typo of folding; .1c' due to vertical stresses, either 

the result of differential uplift or tho result of differential 

sUbsidonce. 

The structure In the area to very closely related to the 

Plains Type of Polding described by Powers, Nevin, and Clark, 

Combining the three descrl:Aions, Plains Type of Fold ; should 

be found in a region, of gentle regional dips and consist of 

rather snail, asymmetrical anticlinal ridges and domes or 

noses, The pressures responsible for the structures should be 

vertical and not horizontal,. The general structure of this 

area is a fairly gentle regional dip of about 15 feet per mile 

toward the northwest. The Iowa structures consist of a series 

of asymmetrical small noses and pitching synclines, The few 

faults found in the area are digslip normal faults, one about 

one rule upstream on Cedar Creek, one at the lowermost Tuttle 
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ireek dar site, and one in the southeast corner of To 11 ';*, 

R* 7* 

The determination of whether or not there are true synclines 

as put forth by Clark in his first characteristic of Plains 

Type of Voldins would seem to be determined by how the roc Zonal 

dip line is drawn on the :)iarpfile* Vic:ure 4 is a cross-section 

of the area and was Constructed, In accordance Clar:ts 

idea* The dip line, a . b, (the General homoeline structure) 

was drawn by connecting the hiL;hest point of dip at one end of 

the section to the lowest point of dip at the other end. How« 

ever, if a shorter line across only a fraction of the map had 

been used, such ass as . c, the dip would have been steeper 

and a portion of the line now between bt and C would have been 

above the line of roOmnal dip, This demonstrates facts that 

Clark failed to brink.; out in his paper; namely, the idea applieS 

only when a large area is worked and the placing of the normal 

homoclinal line at the base of the syncline is purely arbitrary* 

The line could Just as well be placed at the tops of all the 

anticlines* Pigure 4 (B Bt) is a tress section taken at right 

anules to the direction of dip and shows the lack of symmetry 

of the dipping noses. Point 0 is the top point of the vortical 

line of intersection between structure section AA and BB*. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that the structure of the Cottonwood 

limestone in the southeast corner of Riley County is of the 
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Plains Type of PoldinG, first named by Powers (1022)0 The 

forces responsible were vertical and not horizontal and were 

probably a combination of the reflection of buried hills, 

differential compaction across buried hills, and compaction of 

the ovorly1n6 sediments* 
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